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ABSTRACT
DASH (Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP) is now
the most popular standard in video streaming. For support-
ing DASH video transmission over residential networks with
small bandwidth variation (such as DSL based network for
IPTV), we design an optimal transmission schedule, L2H.
Given a transmission rate and an initial delay, the schedule
can optimize the QoE (quality of experience) metrics such
as rebuffering, lexicographically maximal resolution, number
of rate switching events, and smoothness of the rate change.
We further present L2HB for considering usage of the sys-
tem buffer when applying the L2H. L2HB comes up with
its benefit when comparing with other research work by ob-
jective QoE evaluations. Besides, by introducing the system
buffer size constraint, the proposed algorithm can control
the transmission schedule to let highest-resolution segments
appear as soon as possible for prompting the users to stay
tuned.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.3 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Operations; H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presen-
tation]: Multimedia Information Systems

Keywords
DASH, Quality of Experience (QoE), scheduling, IPTV

1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile data traffic has been dominated by video streaming

[11]. Many content providers deployed solutions for efficient
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transmission of multimedia stream to end-user. Especially
for IPTV, an Internet application has the potential to over-
whelm the Internet backbone and residential broadband ac-
cess networks [7]. Beside, as noted by Driscoll et al. [22],
IPTV stream operates on a stand-alone basis and the net-
work uses the switch-video mode of operation. Therefore,
the CBR technique is used for carrying video streams over
DSL based networks.

To improve user experience of watching on-demand videos,
content providers introduce various streaming technologies
into their infrastructures. Microsoft Media Services (MMS)
and Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) are popular so-
lutions used by the video streaming services. However, so-
lutions based on HTTP over TCP are usually preferred ow-
ing to the following advantages [8]. First, this technology
is cheaper to deploy into the existing HTTP infrastructure.
Second, it is allowed penetrating through firewalls and net-
work address translators (NAT). Third, it is easier to deploy
over a Content Delivery Network (CDN).

Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (MPEG-DASH,
or DASH) [24, 25] is a pull-based solution for providing un-
interrupted video streaming regardless of the network con-
ditions and device capabilities. It has gained popularity
among multimedia content providers, including Netflix [3],
Hulu [2], and YouTube [5]. A video encoded in DASH for-
mat consists of a series of segments. Each segment con-
tains video content of the same time, e.g., lasting a few sec-
onds or tenths of seconds. Each video segment is present
in several resolutions. A DASH server is a standard HTTP
server. A client application may decide which resolution of
the next segment to retrieve based on the state of its buffer
occupancy and real-time measurement of the network per-
formance quality. However, the DASH standard does not
specify how a streaming service may adapt to network dy-
namics for delivering the best transmission schedule to the
client without introducing annoying interruptions and poor
visual quality. However, to the best of our knowledge, most
studies deal with supporting DASH video streaming services
on top of the best-effort Internet (i.e., OTT service), do not
more comprehensive investigate in IPTV service with resi-
dential broadband access networks.

In this paper, we present the architecture and algorithms



for supporting DASH CBR-encoded video [10, 18, 22, 26]
streaming services over residential networks with small band-
width variations (such as DSL based network for IPTV [22]).
The first algorithm, denoted as L2H, was designed to gen-
erate a transmission schedule for a given transmission rate
and initial delay, optimizing the QoE metrics. Note that
QoE refers to user subjective opinions on the service quality,
which is difficult to quantify. In this paper, we propose sev-
eral QoE metrics for quantitatively modeling the notion of
QoE, enabling its further analysis. We considered the QoE
metrics such as rebuffering, lexicographically maximal res-
olution, the minimal number of rate switching events, and
the smoothness of the rate change. We also present the
L2H with the system buffer size constraints, L2HB . Note
that unlike the traditional notion of introducing the system
buffer size constraints for modeling the limited amount of
memory embedded in user devices, we show that by intro-
ducing the system buffer size constraints one may control the
transmission schedule such that higher-resolution segments
will appear as soon as possible, prompting the users to stay
tuned. We also show in simulations that the proposed algo-
rithms achieve better QoE than previously reported.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Re-
lated work is introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, the
MPEG-DASH scheduling problems and the QoE indices are
presented. Then the proposed algorithms are discussed in
Section 4. Simulation and performance evaluation are pre-
sented in Section 5. Finally, conclusions and future work are
given in Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK
Most previous works only focused on DASH video stream-

ing services on OTT service (i.e., dynamically changing net-
work traffic). Qadir et al. [23] review the proposed mecha-
nisms for the QoE optimization of video traffic. Examples
include rate adaptation, cross-layer mechanisms, schedul-
ing, and content and resource management. The majority
of proposed rate adaptation algorithms are heuristic. Buffer-
based adaptation algorithms [9, 13, 14, 20, 21, 27] estimate
the system buffer size at the client end, and swap video pre-
sentations by using various thresholds. Yuming et al. [9]
proposed a QoE friendly rate adaptation method which can
achieve less rate switching events and the smoothness of the
rate change. Muller et al. [21] is referred to as the BL
algorithm in the remaining part of the paper, sets a 30 sec-
ond buffer (i.e., 15 segments) to compensate high bandwidth
fluctuations. Bandwidth-based [15, 19] algorithms switch
resolutions depending on bandwidth; however, the through-
put may not be optimal in an unstable network. Liu et al.
[19] proposed a novel rate adaptation algorithm for adap-
tive HTTP streaming that detects bandwidth changes using
a smoothed HTTP throughput measured based on the seg-
ment fetch time (SFT) but also does not consider resolution
change amplitude, resolution switching event, and high res-
olution video. Lee et al. [17] proposed a QoE-aware schedul-
ing approach in which feedback is collected from users for
indicating network utilization. Then, a sigmoid-like user-
centric QoE function is applied for improving the average
user experience. Draxler et al. [12] proposed an anticipa-
tory download scheduling algorithm for heuristic scheduling
of playback sequences by estimating the user rate of data
exchange; however, playback interruption still occurred.

This paper clearly differs from those related works mainly

Figure 1: An example of uninterrupted playback
schedule

Figure 2: The specification analysis of residential
network and MPEG-DASH video

in two folds. First, we focus on DASH video streaming ser-
vices over residential networks with small bandwidth vari-
ation (such as DSL based network for IPTV). Second, we
present several QoE metrics to yield a quantitative model of
QoE. Then, two versions of algorithm L2H, with and without
the system buffer size constraints are designed for achieving
better user experience.

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we formulate the transmission schedule

problem for achieving better user QoE. System parameters
are also provided for further discussions.

3.1 Problem definition
Figure 1 shows an example of an uninterrupted transmis-

sion schedule. An initial delay Tp is designed for avoid-
ing rebuffering by preloading data before playback. DASH
video segments are loaded periodically after every ∆T time
point. ∆T corresponds to the playback duration of a DASH
video segment. A zigzag-like shape formed by the steps rep-
resents the transmission schedule. In this paper, we pro-
pose the architecture and algorithms for supporting DASH
video streaming services over residential networks with small
bandwidth variations (such as DSL based network for IPTV),
with constant bit-rate DASH video segment playback (see
Table 2). The algorithms are devised for generating a trans-
mission schedule for a given transmission rate and initial
delay, such that the QoE metrics are optimized. Note that
QoE refers to user subjective opinions on the quality of ser-
vice, which is difficult to quantify. Therefore, we considered
the QoE metrics for quantitative modeling of QoE, to enable
further analysis. The considered QoE metrics were rebuffer-



ing, lexicographically maximal resolution, the minimal num-
ber of rate switching events, and the smoothness of the rate
change. In addition, we also considered the algorithm with
the system buffer size constraints. Unlike the traditional
notion of introducing the system buffer size constraints for
modeling the limited amount of memory embedded in user
devices, the algorithm controls the transmission schedule,
such that higher-resolution segments appear as soon as pos-
sible, prompting the users to stay tuned.

Table 1: Notation of system parameters
Notation Definition and description

sik The i th segment at resolution k of a DASH
video.

|sik| The file size of segment sik.
V The set of sik of a DASH video.
B The constant network bandwidth.
β The system buffer size.
R The number of resolutions of a DASH video

segment.
N The number of segments divided by a CBR

DASH video.
Tp The initial delay.
∆T The time duration for playback a DASH

video segment.
S(V ) The playback schedule of a DASH video V.

The playback unit is sik.
nk The number of segments of S(V ) at reso-

lution k.
RV The set of nk which is the resolution vector

in a feasible schedule of a DASH video.
mN The slope of the start point of lowest res-

olution to the last point of highest resolu-
tion.

mB The slope of the network bandwidth.
mR The slope of the lowest resolution.

The system parameters are summarized in Table 1. A
DASH video is divided into N segments. Each segment s
has ∆T seconds, and is encoded at R different resolutions.
Thus, a DASH video is formulated as follows.

V = {sik}, 1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ k ≤ R. (1)

When considering CBR encoding, it is assumed that every
file at the same resolution in each segment has the same size.
That is, |sik| = |sj,k|, where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N . In addition, a
feasible playback schedule is denoted as follows.

S(V ) = {sik}, 1 ≤ i ≤ N. (2)

We also define resolution vector (RV) to compare QoE
level between schedules by using lexicographic order. A
RV is a vector consists of the number of each resolutions
n scheduled for playback, and is sorted by resolution k in
descending order. The notation of RV is formulated as
RV = (n1, ..., nR). Thus, in our model, a schedule S(V )
is better than S(V )′ if and only if RVS(V ) is lexicographi-
cally greater than RVS(V )′ .

4. FEASIBLE SCHEDULE AND QOE OP-
TIMIZATION

In this section, we present the architecture of L2H Schedul-
ing Agent and the algorithms L2H with and without buffer
size constraint. Examples are also given to illustrate the
optimized QoE indices, and to explain related performance
issues briefly.

4.1 System architecture
Figure 3 shows the architecture of our proposed system.

There are three major roles, i.e., the DASH client, the CBR-
MR video server (i.e., HTTP server), and the L2H Schedul-
ing Agent. To optimize the given QoE metrics, we first focus
on transmitting DASH videos over networks with constant
bandwidth. The L2H Scheduling Agent is designed for an-
alyzing the status of the transmission network for making
playback decisions to prompt the users to stay tuned.

4.2 Finding a Resolution vector
In the following, Tp is a feasible startup/initial delay (time)

that is necessary for a feasible transmission schedule. N is
the number of segments in a DASH video, and ∆T repre-
sents a constant playback duration of a video segment. The
overall time for transmitting a DASH video is Tp +N ∗∆T .
B is assumed a given constant network bandwidth for trans-
mission. Thus, the data size transmitted during the video
playback can be defined as follows:

B ∗ (Tp +N ∗∆T ). (3)

Let n1 stand for the number of segments with the high-
est resolution (each with the size |si1|), niR for the number
of segments with the lowest resolution (each with the size
|siR|), and nk for the number of segments with intermediate
resolutions. The data size of a video with N segments is:

n1 ∗ |si1|+ nk ∗ |sik|+ (N − n1 − nk) ∗ |siR|. (4)

To generate a transmission schedule without interruptions,
the expression in Eq. (3) should be larger than the expres-
sion in Eq. (4). Thus, we developed a heuristic algorithm
(Algorithm 1) to discover a feasible resolution vector that a
feasible transmission schedule can be obtained from this res-
olution vector. The algorithm iterates through resolutions
to find a segment with an appropriate resolution for play-
back (lines 2 to 9). If buffer underflow occurs, the algorithm
stops the search and returns the resolution vector (lines 7
to 9). Therefore, the resolution vector output by Algorithm
features the most number of highest resolution segments.

4.3 Feasible Transmission Schedule of Algo-
rithm L2H

The L2H (Algorithm 2) is designed to generate a feasi-
ble transmission schedule based on the rearrangement of the
resolution vector. Figure 4 shows a possible feasible sched-
ule generated by L2H . We assume that a feasible schedule
advances from the lowest resolution nR to the highest reso-
lution n1. Note that a schedule is feasible if and only if the
amount of the transmitted data is lower than the bandwidth
during playback. Therefore, a schedule with optimal QoE
metrics can be defined by the following theorems:

Theorem 1. The feasible transmission schedule gener-
ated by L2H has optimal QoE with respect to the lexico-
graphic order.



Figure 3: The architecture of our proposed framework for optimizing QoE indices of MPEG-DASH video

Algorithm 1: Finding a resolution vector

Input: Residential network bandwidth, B; Segment
information of a MPEG-DASH video, sik

Output: A resolution vector, RV
1 totalTranData = R ∗ (Tp +N ∗∆T );
2 for each k ∈ [1, R] do

3 totalComsumeData =
∑k

j=1 nj ∗ |sij |;
4 nk = b(totalTranData− totalComsumeData−

(N −
∑k

j=1 nj) ∗ |siR|)/(|sik| − |siR|)c;
5 nR = N −

∑k
i=1 ni;

6 RV ← nk, nR ;
7 if (totalTranData− totalComsumeData) < |siR|

then
8 Break and output RV ;
9 end

10 end
11 return RV ;

Algorithm 2: L2H algorithm

Input: A resolution vector, RV
Output: A feasible playback schedule, S(V )

1 i← 1;
2 for each j ∈ [1, R] do
3 nj ← RV ;
4 for x ← 1 to nj do
5 S(V )← sij ;
6 i++;

7 end

8 end
9 return S(V );

Figure 4: An example to illustrate the L2H algo-
rithm

Proof. We prove this theorem by contradiction.
Given the L2H that satisfies the following constraint: B ∗

(Tp +N ∗∆T ) ≥
∑R

j=1 nj |sij |, and a resolution vector RV’

(n1, n2, ..., nR) that maximizes the given QoE metrics. Sup-
pose that there exists a resolution vector (n′1, n

′
2, ..., n

′
R) for

which, n′1 > n1 or n′1 = n1, n
′
2 > n2, etc. From the defini-

tion of scheduling feasibility, the overall amount of consumed
data at the client end must not exceed the overall amount
of transmitted data. However, the vector RV’ violates the
definition (i.e., B ∗ (Tp +N ∗∆T ) ≤

∑R
j=1 n

′
j ∗ |sij |).

Theorem 2. The feasible transmission schedule gener-
ated by the L2H guarantees jitter-free playback.

Proof. Proof by induction. The proof includes the fol-
lowing steps:

Step 1: We prove that the playback duration of the seg-
ments with the resolution nR guarantees jitter-free playback.

We first connect the start point with the lowest resolution
and the end point with the highest resolution, to form a vir-
tual dash linemN as shown in Figure 5. The linemN is given



Figure 5: Schematic diagram for the proof of Step 1
in Theorem 2

by (
∑R

j=1 nj |sij |
∆T∗

∑R
j=1 nj

) which is lower than (
|siR|

∑R
j=1 nj

∆T∗
∑R

j=1 nj
). How-

ever, mR is equal to ( |siR|
∆T

), also as (
|siR|

∑R
j=1 nj

∆T∗
∑R

j=1 nj
). There-

fore, we can say that mN > mR.
In a specific region (e.g., P1P3P4P5), assume that P1P5

does not intersect P2P4. In this case, our schedule satisfies
B ∗ (Tp + (nk − 1)) ∗∆T ≥

∑R
j=1 nj |sij |. Therefore, mB >

mN > mR and we proved that the playback duration of
the segments with the resolution nR guarantees jitter-free
playback.

Step2: We prove that if the playback duration of the seg-
ments with the resolution nk+1 guarantees jitter-free play-
back, then the playback duration of the segments with the
resolution nk guarantees jitter-free playback as well.

We first draw two parallel lines (P ′1P
′
4 and P1P4) that in-

tersect the X axis at right angles (see Figure 6). Then, we
extend the segments sik to obtain the intersection points P3

and P ′3 on the lines P1P4 and P ′1P
′
4, respectively. To verify

that the data consumption in each time slot does not ex-
ceed the transmitted data, we calculate the slopes of mP3P2

and m
P3P

′
3
. mP3P2

is equal to (
∑1

j=k nj |sij |
∆T∗

∑1
j=k

nj
), which is lower

than (
|sik|

∑1
j=k nj

∆T∗
∑1

j=k
nj

). However, the slope m
P3P

′
3

is equal to

(
|sik|

∑1
j=k nj

∆T∗
∑1

j=k
nj

). Therefore, we can say that mP3P2
> m

P3P
′
3
.

In a specific region (e.g., P ′1P
′
3P3P1 ), assume that P ′1P1

does not intersect P3P ′3. . In this case, our schedule satisfies

B ∗ (Tp + (nk − 1)) ∗∆T ≥
∑R

j=1 nk|sij |. Therefore, mB >
mP2P3

> m
P ′
3P3

and we proved that the playback duration

of the segments with the resolution nk guarantees jitter-free
playback.

Thus, from Steps 1 and 2, by using mathematical induc-
tion, we proved that the feasible transmission schedule gen-
erated by the L2H algorithm guarantees jitter-free playback.

Theorem 3. The feasible transmission schedule gener-
ated by the L2H features a small number of switching events.

Let us use the resolution vector for calculating the num-
ber of switching events as the number of instances in which

Figure 6: Schematic diagram for the proof of Step 2
in Theorem 2

the resolutions of two adjacent segments are different. The
definition is:

g∗ =
N∑
i=2

g(sik) g(sik) =

{
1 if f(si−1k) 6= f(sik)

0 else
(5)

Note that f(sik) corresponds to the resolution k of i-th
segment, R denotes the number of resolutions, and nk is the
number of segments in the resolution k of a feasible trans-
mission schedule. Assuming that each resolution is used at
least once, we have nk > 0 and 1 ≤ k ≤ R. The number of
switching events for the L2H is R−1. Below, we prove that
the L2H generates the least number of switching events.

Proof. We prove this theorem by contradiction.
Because nk > 0 and 1 ≤ k ≤ R, we have g∗ = R − 1.

Suppose that ∃ g∗ < R − 1.. From the definition of R in
Table 1, g∗ − 1 < R uses less than R resolutions. It is a
contradiction and thus the theorem is proved.

4.4 Algorithm L2H with the System Buffer Size
Constraints

Algorithm 1 outputs a resolution vector that serves as the
input to L2H. Without considering the system buffer size
constraints, L2H yields a feasible transmission schedule for
the feasible transmission schedule, ordered from the lowest-
to highest-resolution segments, for a given transmission rate
and initial delay. By introducing the system buffer size con-
straints, we developed Algorithm 3, denoted as L2HB , to
obtain a transmission schedule according to the output of
Algorithm 1, so that the transmission schedule will also
guarantee obtaining optimal QoE metrics. L2HB starts to
control the transmission schedule from low-resolution seg-
ments (lines 8 to 11). L2HB switches to the transmission
of high-resolution segments when buffer overflow occurs. By
contrast, L2HB does not switch back to the transmission
of low-resolution segments for the transmission schedule un-
til buffer underflow occurs (lines 15 to 18). On the basis
of the resolution vector, output of Algorithm 1, L2HB con-
tinuously selects video segments into transmission schedule
S(V ). In L2HB , we use a variable d to control the seg-
ment selection order. The initial value of the variable d is
zero so L2HB selects video segments into S(V ) from low-
resolution first. If the system buffer overflow occurs, then



L2HB will switch the segment selection order from low- to
high-resolution by setting value of the variable d from zero
to one (line 15) and vice versa (line 17).

Theorem 4. L2HB yields a feasible transmission sched-
ule if the system buffer size constraint is β ≥ B∗∆T+|si1|−
|siR|.

Proof. A transmission schedule without buffer overflow
and buffer underflow is called feasible.

0 ≤ BOi ≤ β −B ∗∆T (6)

where BOi indicates the system buffer occupancy while
playing the ith segment of a DASH video, B ∗ ∆T is the
buffer data increment during each playback duration, and β
is the system buffer size constraint. In addition, we know
thatBOi is equal toBOi−1+B∗∆T−|sik|, where 1 ≤ k ≤ R.
Therefore, Eq. (7) is derived:

0 ≤ BOi +B ∗∆T − |sik| ≤ β −B ∗∆T (7)

Assume that L2HB transmits the highest-resolution seg-
ment, |si1|, and the buffer underflow is avoided at the play-
back of the ith video segment. Then, Eq. (8) can be derived
from the left-hand side of Eq. (7).

|sik| −B ∗∆T ≤ BOi−1 (8)

Assume that L2HB transmits the highest-resolution seg-
ment, |siR|, and the buffer underflow is avoided at the play-
back of the ith video segment. Then, Eq. (9) is derived from
the right-hand side of Eq. (7).

BOi−1 +B ∗∆T − |siR| ≤ β −B ∗∆T (9)

Substituting |si1| −B ∗∆T of Eq. (8) into BOi−1 of Eq.
(9), Eq. (10) is derived:

|si1| − |siR|+B ∗∆T ≤ β (10)

L2HB will not transmit a video segment whose size is
larger than |si1| or smaller than |siR| while playing the ith

video segment, because |siR| ≤ |sik| ≤ |si1|, where 1 ≤
k ≤ R. Therefore, the L2HB yields a feasible transmission
schedule when the system buffer size constraint is β ≥ B ∗
∆T + |si1| − |siR|.

4.5 An example for L2H
The different bitrates and resolutions of the dataset are

chosen from a real adaptive streaming system [16], as shown
in Table 2 where for each segment length the content was
encoded at 6 different video representations, ranging from
100 Kbps at 320x240 up to 3 Mbps at 1920x1080. The play-
back duration of the segment is 2 seconds. Therefore, the
file sizes for the different segments are 200, 800, 1,800, 3,000,
5,000, 6,000 Kbits. We also assume the feasible initial de-
lay of 1 second and the video length of 1 minute (i.e., 30
segments). Thus, the maximal amount of data is 147,500
Kbits (i.e., 2500 Kbps*(1 s +(30-1)* 2 s)= 147500 Kbits).
To compute n1, we start by considering the video size to be

Algorithm 3: L2H with buffer size constraint (L2HB)

Input: A resolution vector, RV = (n1...nR);
Residential network bandwidth, B; Playback
duration, ∆T ; A buffer size constraint, β ;

Output: A feasible transmission schedule, S(V )
1 if β < |si1| − |siR|+B ∗∆T then
2 return null ;
3 end
4 S(V )← ∅ ;
5 d← 0 ;
6 for i ← 1 to N do
7 switch d do
8 case 0:
9 tr ← max{k|nk > 0 and 1 ≤ k ≤ R} ;

10 break;

11 end
12 case 1:
13 tr ← min{k|nk > 0 and 1 ≤ k ≤ R} ;
14 break;

15 end

16 endsw
17 if si,t causes buffer overflow or buffer underflow

then
18 switch d do
19 case 0:
20 d ← 1 ;
21 break;

22 end
23 case 1:
24 d ← 0 ;
25 break;

26 end

27 endsw

28 end
29 S(V) ← si,t ;
30 nk ← (nk − 1) ;

31 end
32 return S(V) ;



n1 ∗ 6000Kbits + nk ∗ |sk| + (30 − n1 − nk) ∗ 200Kbits. To
avoid rebuffering, the total size of the streaming video should
be lower than the maximal amount of the transmitted data:
n1∗6000 Kbits+nk∗|sk|+ (30−n1−nk)∗ 200 Kbits ≤ 147500
Kbits. The number of the highest resolution n1 is 24 (i.e.
b(147500 − 200 Kbits ∗ 30)/(6000 Kbits − 200 Kbits)c =
24). Note that the intermediate resolution nk is set to 0, and
gets the most number of n1. The nR of the lowest resolution
is 6 (i.e., 30 ấLŠ 24 = 6). However, the difference between
the transmission data (i.e., 147500 Kbits) and the size of
the transmitted data (i.e., 24∗6000 Kbits + 6∗200 Kbits =
145200 Kbits) is 2,300 Kbits. It is larger than the segment
size of the lowest resolution nR. It implies that an interme-
diate resolution can be used in the schedule. Then, we iter-
ate over a lower resolution n4 whose value is equal to 1 (i.e.,
b(147500 −6000Kbits∗24 − 200Kbits ∗ (30-24))/ (1800Kbits
− 200Kbits)c = 1), and resolution n5 whose value is equal to
1 (i.e., b(147500 −6000Kbits∗24 − 1800Kbits∗1 − 100Kbits
∗ (30-25))/ (800Kbits − 200Kbits)c = 1). Here, the resolu-
tion vector is (24, 0, 0, 1, 1, 4). Finally, the transmission
schedule produced by the L2H is {s16, s26, s36, s46, s55, s64,
s71, s81, s91, s101, s111, s121, s131, s141, s151, s161, s171, s181,
s191, s201, s211, s221, s231, s241, s251, s261, s271, s281, s291,
s301 }.

Table 2: bitrate level in real adaptive streaming sys-
tem.

video type bitrate
320x240 100 kbps
480x360 400 Kbps
720x480 900 Kbps
720x576 1500 Kbps
1280x720 2500 Kbps

1920 x 1080 3000 Kbps

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In Section 4, a feasible transmission schedule is generated

by L2H or L2HB . Some QoE metrics are proved to be op-
timal for the feasible transmission schedule. In this section,
we further perform the objective QoE evaluation and subjec-
tive QoE evaluation to show that the L2HB is outperformed
than other research work.

The QoE metrics for DASH have been defined in 3GPP
DASH specification TS26.247 [6], to be measured by the
client upon activation by the server. Noted that these met-
rics are specific to DASH over the HTTP, and therefore
differ from QoE metrics for traditional push-based stream-
ing protocols. The following performance evaluation metrics
were used for the evaluation. The first metric is from 3GPP
DASH specification TS 26.247. The other two metrics are
defined by this paper.

1. Average playback bitrate per user : it is defined as the
total segments bitrate divided by the total number of
segments. For example, the playback resolution vec-
tor is {n1 = 1,n2 = 2,n3 = 1}, the total of segments
is 4 (N, 1 + 2 + 1 = 4), and s1,and s2, and the bi-
trate of s3 are 300, 200, and 100Kbps, respectively.

Therefore, the average playback time is
∑4

j=1 njsij

N
=

300Kbps+200Kbps∗2+100Kbps
4

= 800Kbps
4

= 200Kbps.

2. Lexicographic comparison between resolution vector:
denote resolution vectors of two feasible schedules Sa(V )
and Sb(V ) of CBR DASH video V asA = (n1, n2, ..., nR)
and B = (n′1, n

′
2, ..., n

′
R). If A is lexicographically

greater than B, then Sa(V ) is said to give better QoE
than does Sb(V ).

3. Ratio of bandwidth utilization: it refers to the ratio of
the total bitrate of selected quality representation to
the actual network bandwidth. For example, the video
length is 10sec, the network bandwidth is 500Kbps,
the playback resolution vector is (n1 = 1,n2 = 4,n3 =
5), s1, s2, and s3 bitrate are 300, 200,and 100Kbps,
respectively. The playback time for each segment is 2
seconds. Therefore, bandwidth utilization is

300∗1∗1+200∗1∗4+100∗1∗5
500∗1∗10

∗ 100% = 32%.

6. OBJECTIVE QOE EVALUATION
Figure 6 investigates the performance of L2HB (curve in-

dicated in yellow), BufferLevel (curve indicated in black),
and RateAdaptation (curve indicated in cyan). The x-axis
indicates video playback time (sec) and the y-axis is the
cumulative data (bits) received on the client side. We use
6 different bitrates (i.e., 100, 400, 900, 1500, 2500, 3000
Kbps) of content bitrate version as the profile in Table 3.
Each video is divided into segments of small fixed-length
with playback duration of 2 seconds playback duration. We
test a 10 minutes long video (i.e., 300 segments) and set up
the initial delay to 1 second. We set the system buffer for
20 seconds (i.e., 10 segments). Moreover, the system buffer
size constraint is set to B ∗∆T + |si1| − |siR|. For instance,
if the network bandwidth is 1 Mbps, the system buffer size
is 1000Kbps∗2sec+6000Kbits−200Kbits

1000Kbps
= 7.98sec. The network

bandwidth is set as 1 Mbps, 2 Mbps, and 3 Mbps to simulate
the ADSL bandwidth provided by current Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) in Taiwan (e.g., HiNet [1], So-net [4], etc.).

There are three prominent insights in this evaluation. First,
L2HB has the highest bandwidth utilization, average play-
back bitrate, and lexicographic order, among all algorithms
(see Table 3, Table 4, and Table 5). Second, RateAdapta-
tion has a lower average bitrate as compared to the other
algorithms. This is because it uses a conservative step-
wise switch-up and aggressive switch-down strategy to avoid
playback interruption, despite the fact that the network
bandwidth is sufficient for transmitting a higher resolution
segment. Therefore, in the scenario of small bandwidth vari-
ation, these results show that RateAdaptation is too conser-
vative to select a higher bitrate segment, and leads to a lower
average bitrate and bandwidth utilization. Third, different
DASH video bitrate datasets and the ADSL network band-
widths would affect the playback sequence of BufferLevel.
In the initial buffering time (i.e., 1 second), the number of
segments in a buffer grows before the video starts playing.
Based on BufferLevel, the selected bitrate of video segment
increases as the buffer level increases. It implies that the
playback bitrate will be affected by the buffer level and the
network bandwidth. From Figure 7 to Figure 9, the cumu-
lative data dramatically increased in the start-up period of
BufferLevel, then it will enter a steady-state. This steady-
state meant that the system fetched the same one or two
resolutions during a single slot time. We found that the dif-
ference of the network bandwidth will effect the bandwidth



utilization of BufferLevel. More specifically, if the steady-
state is more closed to segment duration, the bandwidth
utilization will higher. For an example, the steady-state of
1, 2 and 3 Mbps network bandwidths were 1.8 sec (i.e., a seg-
ment size is divided by the network bandwidth; 1800Kbits

1000Kbps
),

1.5 and 2.5 sec, and 2 sec, respectively. The bandwidth uti-
lization of 3 Mbps was highest, and 1 Mbps was smallest.

Table 3: QoE metrics for the three algorithms, for
the network bandwidth of 1 Mbps.

Algorithm Avg.
bitrate
(Kbps)

Lex.
order

Bandwidth
utilization

L2HB 998.33 1 100%
BufferLevle 969.67 2 97.13%
RateAdaptation 400 3 40.13%

Table 4: QoE metrics for the three algorithms, for
the network bandwidth of 2 Mbps.

Algorithm Avg.
bitrate
(Kbps)

Lex.
order

Bandwidth
utilization

L2HB 1996.67 1 100%
BufferLevle 1971.3 2 98.73%
RateAdaptation 896.66 3 44.98%

Table 5: QoE metrics for the three algorithms, for
the network bandwidth of 3 Mbps.

Algorithm Avg.
bitrate
(Kbps)

Lex.
order

Bandwidth
utilization

L2HB 2995 1 100%
BufferLevle 2964 2 98.96%
RateAdaptation 896.66 3 29.98%

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed algorithms for transmission

of DASH videos over residential networks with small band-
width variation (such as DSL based network for IPTV). We
presented QoE metrics, such as lexicographically maximal
resolution, the minimal number of rate switching events, and
the smoothness of the rate change, for capturing the intu-
ition of QoE for additional analysis. Unlike the traditional
notion of introducing system buffer size constraints for pre-
vention of resource shortage in user devices, we showed that
by introducing the system buffer size constraints, a trans-
mission schedule can be controlled, such that high-resolution
segments appear as soon as possible, prompting the users to
stay tuned. Experimental results show that the proposed al-
gorithms with known constant bandwidth properties of the
underlying network might yield better QoE than other re-
search works that either are not based on this knowledge or
do not properly utilize the information. The experiments
demonstrated that, since the QoE metrics require the algo-
rithm to generate many video segments with the highest pos-
sible resolution, users streaming videos may experience dra-
matic resolution changes at the resolution-switching points.

Figure 7: Performance comparison of L2HB, Buffer-
Level, and RateAdaptation, for the network band-
width at 1 Mbps.

Figure 8: Performance comparison of L2HB, Buffer-
Level, and RateAdaptation, for the network band-
width at 2 Mbps.

Figure 9: Performance comparison of L2HB, Buffer-
Level, and RateAdaptation, for the network band-
width at 3 Mbps.



However, the number of resolution-switching points and the
extent of change in the resolution can be reduced by choos-
ing a subset of resolutions, for matching the given network
bandwidth. We plan to extend the proposed algorithms to
account for bandwidth variations in residential and mobile
networks.
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